
Hand blender, MaxoMixx, 1000 W, Stainless
steel
MS8CM6160G

The best mix of power and control for
efficient blending.
● Maximum Bosch power with 1000 watt motor: to process the

toughest ingredients and to drive many accessories.
● QuattroBlade Pro with anti-suction technology: ensures

efficient cutting action for perfect blending results.
● Stainless steel housing with ergonomic soft touch handle:

provides comfortable and secure grip.
● Variable speed: 12 speed settings plus turbo function for

perfect consistency of any recipe.
● Chopper and whisk included: more variety of tasty, homemade

food.

Technical Data
Dimensions :  402 x 63 x 63
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD) (mm) :

 428 x 143 x 203
Pallet dimensions :  195.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Quantity per packing unit :  4
Standard number of units per pallet :  128
Net weight (kg) :  1.516
Gross weight (kg) :  1.8
EAN code :  4242005207756
Connection rating (W) :  1000
Voltage (V) :  220-240
Frequency (Hz) :  50/60
Length of electrical supply cord (cm) :  140.0
Plug type :  GB plug
Approval certificates :  CE
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Hand blender, MaxoMixx, 1000 W, Stainless
steel
MS8CM6160G

The best mix of power and control for
efficient blending.

Produces excellent results

- High Performance hand blender with powerful 1000 watts:
easy pureeing, blending and chopping even with the
thoughest ingredients

- Bosch QuattroBlade Pro with anti-suction technology: efficient
blending without interruptions or splashes thanks to 4-bladed
knife and reduced suction.

- Speed selector with 12 speed settings: providing the ideal
speed for every application. Extra turbo function for maximum
performance at the touch of a button.

Comfort

- Excellent handling with non-slip soft touch handle, ergonomic
shaping and large buttons

- Bosch patented "Click-mechanism": helps to attach and
detach the blender foot and accessories without any effort

- Easiest cleaning: Blender foot, mixing-/ measuring beaker,
chopper and beating whisk are dishwasher proof (except both
gear lids)

Safety

- Bosch safety lockage: thanks to patented "Click-Mechanism"
the blender foot, the universal chopper and the beating whisk
are audibly locked.

- All plastics that are in contact with food are BPA free

Versatile

- Reliable German Bosch quality: The high quality stainless steel
mixer blade is food safe and does not impact the food taste.
This inox material does not colour. Ideal for preparing hot
delicious soups: with carots or tomatoes.

- Large XL chopper (750 ml usable volume): cuts herbs, nuts,
onions, meat, cheese and others precisely and fast. with lid
for a fresh storing in the fridge.

- Stainless steel balloon whisk attachment for whipping
eggwhites and beating cream stiff, for mixing delicious crepe
or pancake doughs

- The measuring beaker comes with a lid for storing in your
refrigerator.
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